Abstract This review examines the use of self-assembly in the fabrication of ceramic mesostructures, emphasizing the use of amphiphilic surfactants and block copolymers. The association between this area of research and biomimetics is discussed, linking developments in synthetic self-assembly with biomineralization. The fabrication of hierarchical structures through the use of simultaneous processing is shown to be a necessary condition for applications of this new technology.
INTRODUCTION
We review recent progress in the synthesis and processing of nanostructured ceramics through self-assembly, emphasizing the use of complex fluids as structuredirecting agents. The ceramic materials are produced by the templation of complexfluid systems that define unique structures (within the length scale of 1-100 nm) through self-assembly (1; Figure 1 ). These complex fluids, which are based on amphiphilic building blocks ( Figure 2 ) or colloidal particles, can produce well-defined nanostructures (also referred to as mesogenic materials) at a scale of <100 nm, owing to two factors: (a) the size of the building blocks and (b) the weak interactions between the building blocks, which allow easy manipulation of the structures at low temperatures (<100
• C). Here we emphasize the use of amphiphilic polymers, and we refer the interested reader to the burgeoning literature on the use of colloidal patterning in the fabrication of mesostructured materials (e.g. see [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] .
In contrast to the weak interactions that determine the morphologies of the amphiphiles, ceramic materials, which are constructed with strong ionic or covalent bonds, cannot directly form the types of structures that are displayed by complex fluids. Because of the strong nature of their chemical bonds, their small (∼1-nm) unit cells (building blocks) and the aggregates of these unit cells (grains) produce high-modulus structures. High temperatures (>0.5 T m , the melting temperature of the material) are needed to impart sufficient atomic (ionic) mobility for the (1) . The scale bar is the same for all three images (1, 15) . modulation of the structural features. At such high temperatures, it is difficult to retain any deliberately introduced nanostructural features, owing to coarsening.
With the use of inorganic precursors, it is possible to replicate the structures of the complex fluids into a hybrid material [e.g. an organic/inorganic nanostructured composite (13, 14) ]. If necessary, the complex fluid portion can be removed later through solvent extraction or pyrolysis, converting the system to a 100% ceramic while retaining the nanostructural features of the complex fluid (1, 13-15; Figure 1 ). The results of following this pathway are termed self-assembled ceramics, although the self-assembly process itself originates with the complex fluid and not with the ceramic. However, the inorganic precursors may play an active role in the process, effecting self-assembly within the system. Self-assembly of ceramics is a relatively new paradigm in the synthesis and processing of synthetic materials. In the world of biology, however, this is the only approach, and thus it is not a new concept when we discuss biogenic materials (16, 17) . A brief survey of biological influences is a more general discussion of
Figure 2
A generalized amphiphile, composed of immiscible components. (A, B) Common examples of amphiphilic molecules are surfactants, including detergents, soaps, and biomembrane lipids (middle); and block copolymers (bottom), such as block copolymer blends of polystyrene (bottom, solid line) and polyisoprene (bottom, dashed line). synthetic analogs to the natural processes, describing the myriad supramolecular chemistries that have been and are being used to form nanostructured materials. The biological processes that create the mineralized tissues (e.g. bone, teeth, and shell) have inspired the directed synthesis of ceramic materials through the use of organic molecules (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) . Long before the study of the natural processes achieved an intellectual critical mass, however, the use of inorganic/organic mixtures-forming ceramic structures from clays-had become commonplace. The technology of the traditional craft of ceramic processing is markedly different in length scale, chemistry, and processing conditions from the corresponding processes observed for natural materials, and until recently there appeared little to connect the synthetic to the natural.
The field of biomimetics is based on the supposition that nature can provide models for processing at the submicrometer scale. Despite the intense interest in the formation of natural materials, current research has moved beyond the restrictions imposed by nature, emphasizing the bioinspired rather than the biomimicked. Many research groups, including our own, seek to exploit supramolecular chemistries to build mesogenic structures at the nanometer scale that resemble biogenic materials in form but use substances and structures that take us beyond nature into purely synthetic functional materials that are designed for specific applications (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) .
The large number of papers that have appeared within the past 10 years and the many reviews on this topic that reflect the vantage points of different research groups (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) make it unnecessary to cite each and every paper. The scope of this review is therefore limited to the application of amphiphilic surfactant solutions and block copolymers (Figures 2 and 3) to the formation of self-assembled ceramics ( Figure 1) ; the general developments in this field are reviewed, and recent work is described that provides examples of these developments. Silica and silicate-based materials dominate this discussion, but this should not be construed as an inherent limitation to the described methodologies. Although silica-based ceramics are the most highly developed materials in this area of study, other ceramic systems have been and are being studied, as noted in the following sections.
BIOMATERIALS AND BIOINSPIRED PROCESSING
Bioinspired processing seeks to adapt lessons from biology in the creation of synthetic analog composites with a unique spectrum of properties (16, 17) . It is worth asking whether biomaterials and bioinspired processing should be considered a field of research (19) . When we begin by examining the term "biomaterial" itself and the meaning it holds for different researchers within different circumstances, the presence of a synthetic material in a biological environment is insufficient in itself as a suitable definition for a biomaterial (19) . In addition, the study of specific processes within a living system, for example, the study of the crystal formation processes in a shell or bone, cannot be included in a broader definition of the term Figure 3 Simple schematics for the fabrication of ordered mesostructures (neither templating nor coassembly is implicit in this drawing). The surfactant or surfactant/inorganic pair spontaneously forms the appropriate micellar structure. In the former situation (templating), the anions will then condense on the hydrophilic surfaces of the micelle. In heterogeneous nucleation, the alignment and structure of the micelles can be influenced by the choice of substrate (bottom left) or can occur at the air/water interface (bottom middle). (Any nucleation that might occur on the walls of the container is ignored.) In homogenous nucleation, the micelles spontaneously form within the liquid medium (bottom right) and aggregate to form mesostructured particles. These may condense to form larger bodies and precipitate from suspension.
if the focus of the study emphasizes the biological process and not its materials aspects (19) .
Biomaterials can be defined by turning to the concept of "bioinspiration"-that is, the extent to which the development of a materials system is inspired by biological processes and the ultimate use of the resulting materials. The products of bioinspired research, when used in biomedical applications, provide the most suitable examples of (synthetic) biomaterials. On the other hand, the study of biological materials, pursued in the interests of expanding the field of materials research, retains its importance for further progress in this field. In such cases the research serves as the source of inspiration, encouraging new ideas and approaches to the fabrication of new materials (16, 17, 19) . This definition is shared throughout the materials science community (e.g. see 30, 31) and is based on concepts explored early in the twentieth century (32) . In the formation of ceramic materials, we can now move beyond the definition of biomaterials and approach a more generalized application of inorganic/organic interactions in forming mesogenic materials while continuing to acknowledge the natural inspiration.
Biology as a Guide for Materials Synthesis and Processing
In general, natural processes involving the nucleation and growth of inorganic crystals use organic surfaces as templates (20, 33) . Understanding this phenomenon remains a principal goal in the area of bioinspired research, but, although research is ongoing and far from achieving a complete understanding, three key features of biological systems have been recognized that provide guidelines for bioinspired research (19) (20) (21) (34) (35) (36) and for research into the more general question of inorganic/organic interactions.
First, the structures of biological composites are hierarchically organized in discrete levels or scales beginning at the nanometer length scale (37) . Virtually all biocomposite systems have at least one distinct structural feature that lies within each length scale and is defined by the molecular, nanoscopic, microscopic, and macroscopic regions. Biogenic "hard" materials are formed in nature through the growth of hierarchically structured organic/inorganic composites. The organic "soft" materials (e.g. proteins, membranes, and fibers) are organized on length scales between 1 and 100 nm and provide the frameworks for the growth of specifically oriented and shaped inorganic compounds (e.g. CaCO 3 , SiO 2 , Fe 3 O 4 , and hydroxyapatite) with small unit cells (∼1 nm) (16, 17, 20, 34, (38) (39) (40) (41) . These selfassembled structures provide the nanoscale building blocks for the construction of even larger structures, again through processes involving self-assembly. Because many material properties (such as fracture) do not scale linearly with size, this organization of structures at the nanometer scale yields material properties that are quite different from those predicted by simple rules-of-mixing models (42) .
The second guideline from nature involves the assembly and templating processes used in nature to design nanocomposites with desired interfaces and structures within biomaterials. Levels of structural organization are held together by specific interactions between the components. The super-organization of the different components and levels into a hierarchical composite system is controlled by the parent organism's need for structures that satisfy a broad range of functional requirements (43) . However, as composite systems increase in complexity, they function at higher levels of performance, which finally results in materials systems that are composed of "intelligent" and/or "adaptive" composites. And although past work has demonstrated that physical properties can be maximized by hierarchical designs (44) , the optimization of physical properties through hierarchical design has not yet been tested in products. Research involving hierarchical structures is hampered by the inability to fabricate structures at the nanoscale level, although work is proceeding in promising directions in this area (17) (18) (19) 25) . The third guideline taken from nature is the role of specific interactions at the interfaces. In a favored example, an abalone shell consists of layered platelets of CaCO 3 (∼200 nm thick) that are held together by much thinner (<10 nm) organic polymer "mortar" (18, 45; Figure 4 ). The organic mortar not only binds the platelets together but also acts as a template to induce the growth of these epitaxially oriented, chemically distinct components (46) (47) (48) . In this deceptively simple system, the organic component both provides enhanced mechanical properties within the composite structure and serves as the directing agent for the controlled nucleation and growth of the inorganic component, the latter achieved by a mechanism that has not yet been fully determined.
From the standpoint of synthetic processes, it has been shown that laminated hierarchical structures of biogenic systems (e.g. the nacre of abalone shell) can be mimicked in simple synthetic composites built by microlaminating to form ceramic-metal (49-51), ceramic-organic (52), and organic-organic composites. Significant improvements in mechanical properties are observed in the resulting composites. For example, layering B 4 C/Al (or SiC/Al or B 4 C/polypropylene) composites resulted in significant increases in the mechanical properties (49, 53, 54; Figure 5 , see color insert). B 4 C/Al composites are strengthened as a result of residual stresses with nanoscale modulations in the interpenetrating network of the ceramic and the metal phases (55) . The processing of these ceramic-metal and ceramic-organic microlaminates is based on the concept of infiltrating laminated scaffolding (ceramic) with liquid (metal or organic polymer). The laminated composites thus produced appear structurally similar to nacre but are limited to the micrometer scale owing to the intrinsic limitation of the tape-casting method used (49, 53) . To achieve the single most important aspect of structural organization in biogenic systems, processes must be developed to fabricate hierarchical systems with deliberately introduced designs ranging from nanometer to macroscopic dimensions.
At the nanometer length scale, bioinspired processing provides the necessary approach for the design and fabrication of nanostructured organic-inorganic composites through (partial) mimicking of processes, structures, and properties of biogenic hard materials such as shells. Shells, bones, and teeth are of interest to the materials scientist because each of these materials is simultaneously hard, strong, and tough, with unique hierarchical structural features originating at the nanometer scale (16, 17, 20, 56 ; Figure 6 ). The emphasis remains the development of enabling science to permit the fabrication of structures with greater similarity to biogenic materials, through the application of self-assembly at the nanometer scale ( Figure 7 ) coupled with lamination and patterning methods at the microscopic scale. The potential of this approach has been exemplified in recent publications (27, (57) (58) (59) (60) (61) (62) (63) (64) (65) (66) (67) (68) (69) (70) (71) (72) (73) (74) .
In general then, biogenic systems achieve design at the nanoscale through the self-assembly of organic structures. The inorganic structures then form via directed or template-assisted self-assembly, during which the self-assembled organic materials (e.g. proteins and/or lipids) first build the scaffolding that directs the deposition of the inorganic compounds (17, 45) . In some cases, structurally organized organic surfaces catalytically or epitaxially induce growth of specifically oriented inorganic thin films (75) (76) (77) . In addition, natural mineralization involves environmentally balanced, aqueous-solution chemistries at temperatures of <100
• C, giving impetus to research into environmentally benign processing of ceramic composites (78) .
NANOSTRUCTURED CERAMICS THROUGH SELF-ASSEMBLY
Mesogenic materials were virtually unknown in ceramic materials (leaving aside zeolites, with characteristic pore diameters of <3 nm) until the discovery that selfassembly could be used to control their nanostructural design (13, 14) . Although the first synthetic mesogenic materials were described in the literature as early as 1990 (79) , there was little recognition of the significance of this work until researchers at Mobil Research described the synthesis of mesogenic materials under subcritical, hydrothermal, alkaline-processing conditions (13) . The Mobil work was preceded by a 1971 patent (80) on the formation of a low-bulk-density silica for catalytic applications, using a method very similar to that developed by Mobil (81, 82) , but this earlier work was overlooked for nearly 30 years. Despite this earlier research, the Mobil studies must be credited as sparking the tremendous interest in mesogenic materials during the last decade. A direct consequence of the Mobil researchers' discovery was the rapid development of related processes that prepared mesoscopic particles under acidic conditions (83, 84) at lower temperatures by using less surfactant and requiring less processing time.
For amphiphilic surfactants and polymers (Figure 2) , it is usually sufficient to focus on the amphiphile as the "carrier" and the inorganic ion as the "passenger" in the formation of mesogenic materials. Indeed, the use of a simple templating model was sufficient to produce successful replications of several different mesoporous morphologies soon after the Mobil reports appeared (1, (13) (14) (15) 83) , with each of the subsequent structures based on a specific surfactant-water mesophase. In this section we limit our discussion to two general classes of amphiphiles: surfactants and block copolymers (Figures 2 and 3) as used in the fabrication of ceramics.
Surfactant-Based Processing
Two general mechanisms for the synthesis of mesoscopic silicates were hypothesized by the Mobil researchers. Either ordering occurs through the simple templating of silica precursor ions onto organic surfactant structures to form solid inorganic replicas of the underlying liquid crystal morphologies, or restructuring occurs through a true coassembly process, which involves the cooperative assembly of the surfactant-inorganic-ion pair into the liquid crystalline structure (13-15; Figure 1 ). The latter mechanism is indirectly supported in the Mobil work by the observation that the formation of the original hexagonal structures occurs at surfactant concentrations below the critical micelle concentration for the surfactant. So the second model for mesogenic formation uses the surfactant-inorganic pairing itself as the structure-directing entity (83, 85) , whereas the first model relies primarily (if not entirely) on the surfactant as the structure determinant. As noted, the utility of the templating model is shown by the rapid development of many different mesostructures within a short span of time after the original Mobil study (1, (13) (14) (15) (83) (84) (85) .
The substantial increase in research on mesostructured ceramics formed by using surfactants as the structure-directing agent is demonstrated by the large body of work focusing on this class of materials (1, 13-15, 18, 58-60, 79-114) . Descriptions exist in current literature on the formation of mesogenic particles (58, 59, 84, 86, (90) (91) (92) (93) (94) (95) (96) (97) (98) , fibers (91, 93, 97) , and thin films (18, 60, 67, (99) (100) (101) (102) (103) (104) (105) (106) (107) (108) with pore sizes within the range of 5-30 nm (85, 86) . Interest in the structure of the pore network is necessarily concomitant with the formation of the different structures. Principal morphologies in ordered surfactant-based systems are the hexagonal (1, 15, 91, 92, 115) , cubic (1, 15, 85, 116) , and lamellar (86, 90) (Figure 1) .
Although most of the cited literature deals with the hexagonal, cubic, and lamellar morphologies, liquid crystals are not limited simply to these ordered micellar or tubular structures. Other three-dimensional morphologies exist in addition to the crystalline structures [with a repeating unit cell such as the cubic and gyroid structures (85, 90, 117, 118) ]. These "disordered" structures contain randomized but continuous pore structures whose synthesis relies on electrostatic interactions (58, 59, 119) , hydrogen bonding (120) (121) (122) (123) , and weak van der Waals interactions (124, 125) . The disordered bicontinuous morphologies include materials identified as "disordered" (124, 125 ) , "worm-like" (123, 126) , and "L 3 " structures (58, 59; Figure 8 , see color insert), referring to the method of synthesis. The disordered systems provide a path for circumventing a significant disadvantage in the formation of the crystalline structures: the formation of grain boundaries in large structures. The lack of grain boundaries encourages application of disordered materials to the fabrication of monoliths and larger-scale structures (59, 123, 126) as discussed further below.
The general mechanism of formation for these different morphologies, ordered and disordered, depends on the presence of the structure-directing agent S-the surfactant-and the inorganic precursor I, which interacts with the surfactant to form the mesostructure (84, 86) . The nature of the interaction between the inorganic moiety and the organic surfactant determines the mode of synthesis and the morphology of the final material. The "generalized liquid-crystal templating mechanism" (84, 86) can be used to describe (a) electrostatic interactions of the type
where M + is a metal ion and X − is a counterion; (b) hydrogen bonding involving neutral species, I 0 -S 0 , I 0 -N 0 , where N is polyethylene oxide; and (c) covalent bonding, S-I . This model serves as a useful guide to the formation of ceramic mesophases from surfactant templation. It can also be extended to include general amphiphiles, such as block copolymers.
After templating, the inorganic precursor condenses to form a rigid cast of the underlying liquid crystal, and the organic phase can be removed to form an inorganic cellular solid composed of a periodic nanoporous structure of uniform diameter and distribution. The resulting materials are locally amorphous at the atomic scale but exhibit crystallinity at longer length scales, that is, tens to hundreds of angstroms. These porous structures may be retained as cellular solids or subsequently reinfiltrated with secondary phases. The controlled pore structure allows for the fabrication of unique composite systems, including oriented nanowires
Block Copolymers
Recent developments have revealed another method for the preparation of mesostructured silicate-and by extension other mesoporous ceramics-through the use of block copolymers as structure-directing agents. The processing of ceramics with block copolymers is similar to that of surfactant molecules at a longer length scale, because templating is done on polymers, not surfactants. In these systems, length scales approach those found for the process of biomineralization. Different morphologies can be obtained through the cooperative self-assembly of organic and inorganic moieties across length scales, just as in natural systems. Block copolymers have been used to develop nanostructured organic/organic composites (e.g. see 130 ) and ceramic/organic composites (67, (131) (132) (133) , taking advantage of the wide range of morphologies that exist within block copolymer systems (134, 135) . These approaches have been used to synthesize, for example, mesoporous materials with large pore sizes (133) and layered structures with a periodic length scale of ∼60 nm (136) . Amphiphilic triblock copolymers have been used to direct the organization of polymerizing silica species, resulting in hexagonal mesoporous silica structures with uniform pore sizes up to ∼300Å (92). These "SBA-15" materials are synthesized under acidic conditions and are subsequently calcined to yield mesoporous structures. An approach that is more obviously biomimetic uses synthetic cysteine-lysine block "copolypeptides" that mimic the properties of silicatein, a protein found to direct silica growth in certain sponges (137) . The synthetic analog hydrolyzes tetraethoxysilane while simultaneously determining the morphology of the silica mesostructure; spheres and columns of amorphous silica are produced by using the reduced and the oxidized forms of the copolymer, respectively (137) .
Commercially available block copolymer systems were shown to pattern metal atoms through preferential interactions between the precursor metal ions and Kraton (Shell Chemical Co., Houston, TX) (138, 139), a polystyrene-polybutadiene-polystyrene triblock copolymer. In this material, the thickness of the polymer template can be controlled through spin casting and reactive ion etching (140) , and the orientation of the segregated "nanodomains," composed of the different polymer blocks, can be aligned by an electric field (141) and/or the substrate surface (142) . A potential application of this technology uses the Kraton as a template for fabricating high-dielectric-constant organic/BaTiO 3 nanocomposites.
BaTiO 3 is used extensively in multilayer capacitors, thermistors, and electrooptic devices (143, 144) because of its high dielectric constant (1000) (145) . It can be synthesized at low temperatures (<100
• C), enhancing its compatibility with processing organic polymers (146, 147) . The ceramic has a low breakdown voltage, whereas organic polymers have high breakdown voltages, suggesting that the coupling of barium titanate with an organic polymer should yield a composite with measurably higher breakdown voltage. Nanosized BaTiO 3 particles can be formed in situ within Kraton (147, 148) . The copolymer self-assembles to yield cylindrical polystyrene nanodomains in a polybutadiene matrix. Amorphous BaTiO 3 is grown onto the polybutadiene interdomains (149; Figure 9 ), whereas the structure of Kraton is preserved throughout the process.
SIMULTANEOUS PROCESSING AT MULTIPLE LENGTH SCALES
The use of amphiphiles to synthesize structures at length scales of <100 nm is now well developed, as shown above. However, it is necessary to translate these building blocks into larger hierarchical systems, which requires retention of the buildingblock structure during larger-scale assembly. Potential applications for the mesogenic materials will not be realized in the absence of large-scale structures, which have not yet been fabricated. This lack of visible practical applications may threaten further support for and interest in research on the formation of mesostructures. A necessary condition for eventual commercial application requires the formation of controlled shapes and structures in the form of continuous thin films, fibers, and monoliths, with sizes beyond the microscopic particles heretofore synthesized (18, 104, 105, 150) . This section reviews efforts to apply the science of materials self-assembly to the practical synthesis of new material systems, emphasizing fabricating structures at larger length scales (Figures 9 and 10 ).
Continuous Thin Films
Solid/Liquid Interfaces The supramolecular assembly of surfactant/silicate mesophases to form structured thin films has been studied at solid/liquid interfaces (18, 60, (104) (105) (106) (151) (152) (153) and at air/liquid interfaces (see the next section). Work has shown that continuous mesoporous silicate films can be grown at the solid/liquid interface of many different substrates. The structure of the first layer of adsorbed surfactant is determined by the effect of the substrate on the surfactant adsorption (18, 60, 86) . Previous studies (154, 155) reported that threedimensional surfactant structures such as cylindrical tubules and spheres can form at solid/liquid interfaces, including hemimicellar structures on poorly orienting amorphous substrates, such as silica, and highly aligned tubular structures on more strongly orienting crystalline substrates, such as mica and graphite ( Figure 10 , see color insert). The ordered surfaces of mica and graphite can orient adsorbed surfactants through weak anisotropic (van der Waals or electrostatic) attractions between the crystalline substrate and the surfactant molecules. On the other hand, amorphous silica substrates have no preferential orientation and thereby impart none to the surfactant molecules. Noncontact atomic force imaging was used to image adsorbed surfactant layers on mica and graphite (155) , revealing that micelles will adopt a cylinder or hemicylindrical configuration depending on the nature of the substrate (Figure 10 ). Spheres and hemispheres were also observed under different conditions (156) . This micellar organization at the interface is largely unchanged by the presence of silicate precursors (18) . The interfacial interactions affect the micellar organization in two ways: (a) on most surfaces, the micellar structures will align parallel to the plane of the interface ("in-plane confinement"); and (b) for strongly interacting substrates (e.g. graphite and mica), the micellar structures in each layer will be oriented along one or more preferred directions ["in-plane orientation" (18, 86; Figure 10) ].
It is unlikely that epitaxial deposition can be used as an explanation of the mode of adsorption because the diameters of the individual micelles are much larger than the underlying unit cells. The interface may instead impose physical and/or energetic constraints on the first micellar layer, effectively confining it to the plane of the interface. Subsequent layers would then be influenced by the configuration of the first layer. Based on previous models, two types of interfacial interactions were hypothesized to explain in-plane confinement: (a) a Helfrich-type bending energetic effect (157) and/or (b) electrostatic or other surface-micelle interactions (86) . The Helfrich bending-energy model predicts that micellar structures possess a spontaneous curvature in three dimensions. The presence of a surface restricts micellar motion, thereby creating an energetic incentive for in-plane confinement of the structure. Electrostatic and other energetic interactions may complement the Helfrich bending-energy effect as well as affect in-plane orientation.
Air/Liquid Interfaces
In contrast to studies on solid/liquid interfaces, studies of organization at the air/liquid interface are hampered by the soft structures that form at the air/liquid interface. Attempts to circumvent this limitation seek to extrapolate the solid/liquid interface to the more pliable air/liquid interface by treating the latter as a weakly interacting, hydrophobic surface (86) . Furthermore, the structural evolution of mesoscopic silica films grown at the air/liquid interface has primarily been studied in dilute, acidic (pH < 2) systems (33, 93, 100, 107, 151, 158) . This system offers the advantages that films can be easily grown, collected, and characterized. In addition, a complete body of literature describing the evolution and final structure of the films exists. Finally, the air/liquid interface is an intermediate energetic environment between strongly interacting solid substrates and bulk solution (in the limit of no surface interaction, particles are formed).
Extensive characterizations of mesoporous silicates formed under acidic conditions (91, 93, 95, 96, 100, 102, (105) (106) (107) indicate that the mesopores grow by continuously accreting silicate micelles from solution onto "liquid-crystalline" surfactant-silicate seeds [∼50 nm in size (96)]. It is suggested that these seeds can organize into surface-confined, hexagonal domains that are oriented in parallel to the surface through the influence of a surfactant hemimicellar overstructure at the air/liquid interface (93, 99, 100) . But this model may be incomplete (103, (109) (110) (111) ; other studies reveal an induction period preceding the onset of mesoscopic order (103, 109) . Although there is an accumulation of material at the interface during the induction period, mesoscopic ordering within the developing film could not be detected, but a mesoscopic, hexagonally ordered structure that is parallel to the interface appears by the end of the induction period (110, 111) . Evidence of an intermediate cubic-phase structure has also been observed (111) . Considered together, these results may reveal a transition from an amorphous phase to an ordered phase that occurs at the mesoscopic level, but scattering data are heretofore insufficient to show how such a transition might occur.
A disordered-to-ordered transition in the solid phase at the air/liquid interface suggests that ordering within the film proceeds through a multistep process and not through direct growth of multiple mesoscopic crystals that are formed from solution (86) . Conditions early in the process have a marked effect on the final film structure by influencing the size and alignment of the initial ordered domains, especially when those conditions influence the nucleation of ordered grains. This latter point has been demonstrated by using induced alignment through the application of electric fields (60), magnetic fields (115) , and shear (159) , respectively. In these reports, the orientation of the mesoscopic materials was set by the application of the respective fields.
Disorder-to-order transitions may be evidence of a unified mechanism for the growth of mesoporous silica across all morphologies (86) . Work on mesopores that are formed under alkaline conditions (113) demonstrates that phase transitions can occur within the liquid-crystalline surfactant-silicate mesophase. Also, liquidcrystalline seeds have been observed (114) , which supports the hypothesis that disorder-to-order transitions in the condensed phase may be a general mechanism in the development of mesoscopic order (86) .
Micropatterned Thin Films
It has been shown that microfabrication is possible using self-assembled monolayers (160) (161) (162) or microcapillary infiltration (163) (164) (165) . Both processes form functional ceramics by using microcontact printing (160, (163) (164) (165) . The micromolding process is quite flexible and has been used for the patterning of oriented mesoporous films composed of silica (60, 67, 164, 166, 167) , niobia, and titania (67) . The resulting materials are hierarchically ordered over several length scales-10 nm to several micrometers-and structures can be "tuned" through the choice of polymers, pattern, and/or colloidal particles [when used as a templating agent (67)].
Microcontact printing can be used to impose a hierarchy of microscopic structures on thin solid films by combining the use of surfactant self-assembly for templating with micromolding (60, 163; Figure 11 ). As noted above, micromolding in turn can be enhanced through the application of a field, which can be used to orient the mesoporous channels within the micrometer-sized channels of the micromold (typically made of polydimethyl siloxane). Because microcontact printing is independent of the substrate-surfactant interaction, it permits the formation of oriented nanostructures on any (nonconducting) substrate. Although the mechanism of this alignment is not fully understood, the ability to do so opens the possibility of pattern formation on any substrate even in the absence of epitaxy. However, the relative effects of the applied field versus geometrical confinement on the orientation of surfactant micellar structures remains an open topic of research.
Disordered Structures as Monoliths
Disordered structures avoid the formation of grain boundaries inherent in the use of crystalline materials. Because the randomized pore network permeates the structure, the pore volume is more accessible Figure 11 Liquid-crystal templating begins at the molecular scale through the interactions of the inorganic precursor with the surfactant structure [here shown as aligned tubules on a mica substrate (left)]. The tubules can be ordered into hexagonal array (center) and through the use of micromolding (right) formed into larger structures at the micrometer level.
and avoids disadvantages associated with oriented anisotropic structures. As such, these materials can be more readily applied to the synthesis of larger-scale structures in which pore accessibility is important to eventual application (such as in membranes and catalyst supports).
Silicates will nucleate and grow on the surface of a liquid-crystalline L 3 ("sponge") phase through the silicification of the surfaces of the randomly oriented pore structure (Figure 8 ). This process is used to form mesostructured monoliths and films with tunable pore dimensions from 10 to >100 nm (58, 59) . The L 3 phase is a true liquid crystal, a thermodynamically stable phase in the system 1-hexadecylpyridinium chloride/hexanol/brine (168, 169) . The phase consists of a three-dimensional random packing of a multiply connected and continuous membrane; the resulting pore network permeates the entire structure. Existing between the lamellar and reverse micellar phases, the L 3 phase can be regarded as a threedimensional isotropic randomization of the cubic phase. The L 3 phase maintains bicontinuity in its bilayer structure, with negative Gaussian curvature and subdivision of the solvent phase into two equivalent volumes (for example, see 168) .
As a bilayer structure, the primary pore volume in the L 3 silicate is filled with solvent, not surfactant, so that the void space is immediately available for infiltration without the need to remove the organic template. Also, the pore size is determined solely by the amount of solvent, with increasing solvent content increasing the characteristic pore diameter in the monolith-the "dilution effect" (168) . When necessary, the surfactant can be removed through thermolysis or solvent or supercritical extraction, processes that may open a third continuouspore network within the walls of the bilayer. These materials remain optically transparent owing to the large size of the primary pores, with measured surface areas within the range of 600-1400 m 2 /g. A disordered structure is also the result of polymerizing silicate anions that surround surfactant micelles in the presence of organic salts (119) . The pore structure of the resulting material, KIT-1 (119), is a three-dimensional, disordered network of short wormlike channels with uniform pore diameters. The entire mesostructure exhibits high hydrothermal stability along with a highly branched pore structure. It is thought that the presence of the organic salt transforms an underlying hexagonal phase into a disordered phase, which is very similar in appearance to the L 3 phase. Taken together, the importance of a structure-directing agent in the formation of a mesophase is demonstrated by these two disordered materials. The cosurfactant hexanol used in the formation of the L 3 liquid crystal perturbs an underlying ordered phase (e.g. cubic) in a manner that appears similar to the effect of the organic salt on the underlying hexagonal phase.
A sol-gel process that achieves self-organization between surfactant and silicate through weak van der Waals-type interactions has been developed to synthesize mesoporous silica in the form of optically transparent films, fibers, and plates (122, 123) . The synthesis process involves hydrolyzing the silica precursor and, simultaneously, partially condensing it in nonaqueous solutions containing sub-stoichiometric amounts of water, acid, and surfactants. The solvent is subsequently evaporated so that the surfactant-silicate organization occurs through a weak enthalpy effect and avoids entropic effects caused by mixing. This synthesis is controllable and can be used to form mesoporous channels with uniform diameters either hexagonally packed in parallel to the surface or randomly oriented. The morphology depends on the reactant ratios and degree of the silicate prepolymerization. Optically transparent mesoporous silica plates can be fabricated without cracking in diameters up to centimeters in length and in thicknesses of ≤0.5 mm. These plates have uniform birefringence, resembling a single crystal structure (122, 123) .
Other silicates with disordered pore structures exhibiting wormlike morphologies have been prepared through the hydrolysis of tetraethoxysilane in the presence of polyethylene oxide surfactants acting as the structure-directing agents (120, 121, 125, 126) . This process differs from the L 3 phase described above in that it uses a nonionic surfactant as the template, which interacts with a neutral inorganic precursor via hydrogen bonding to form the mesostructures. The interaction occurs between the hydrophilic surfaces of flexible rod-or wormlike micelles and the silicon alkoxide to form the mesostructure (an example of an S 0 I 0 mechanism) (125) . The resulting channels also exhibit uniform diameters ranging from 2.0 to 5.8 nm, which can be varied by changing the size and structure of the surfactant molecules. Metal-substituted silica and pure alumina mesostructures have also been prepared by the hydrolysis of the corresponding alkoxides in the presence of the polyethylene oxide surfactants, suggesting a general application for nonionic templating in fabricating mesoporous oxides. More generally, these researchers have demonstrated that the S 0 I 0 mechanism can be easily tailored through the use of structure-modifying agents (125) .
CONCLUSION
Similar to the processes observed for biogenic composites, the architectures generated through self-assembly of surfactants or macromolecules can serve as templates to process ceramics with nanostructured patterns. The examples described in this review illustrate the potential of this general approach as an alternative processing methodology, especially in applications in which substrates cannot be exposed to high temperatures. The method is ideal for processing organic/inorganic nanocomposites. Removing the organic phase yields nanostructured ceramic "scaffoldings" or cellular solids that can in turn be used as the base for the fabrication of hierarchical ceramic-ceramic or ceramic-metal composites. The advent of block copolymer processing offers a new venue for the fabrication of large-scale structures, with which the potential of these materials may soon be realized. Visit the Annual Reviews home page at www.AnnualReviews.org LITERATURE CITED
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